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Yaren, the capital of the smallest island country in the world, houses government buildings and Nauru airport. The rest of the island's attractions are within walking distance, as this Micronesian country is only 8 square miles wide. Busy by the Japanese during World War II, a walk along the coast offers visitors the opportunity to explore the numerous surviving
bunkers and pillboxes. The internal phosphate fields, created by years of mining bands, left the island with almost lunar beauty. The area in Yaren, NauruYarenDistrictNauru (left) and parliamentary (right) buildings Of the District within NauruCoordinates: 0'32'51.72S 166'55'15.12E / 0.5477000 s 166.9208667'E / -0.5477000; 166.9208667Ordinates:
0'32'51.72S 166'55'15.12E / 0.5477000 S 166.9208667'E / -0.5477000; 166.9208667Country NauruConstitutionYararea - Total 1.5 km2 (0.6 sq. m. m)Height25 m (82 ft) Population (2011) 8/km2 (1,290/sq mi)Time zone (UTC-12)Area code-674ClimateAf Map Yaren Nauru International Airport Yaren (formerly Makwa / Moqua), is the pacific area of Nauru. It is
the de facto capital of Nauru and is co-capital of the Yaren constituency. The history of the District was established in 1968. Its original name, Makwa (or Moqua), refers to Moqua Well, an underground lake and the main source of drinking water for the people of Nauru. The geographical geography of Yaren is located in the south of the island. It is 1.5 sq km
(0.58 sq m) tall and 25 metres (82ft) high in 2007. To the north of Yaren is Buad, to the east - Meneng, and to the west - Bo. The Yaren administration (and sometimes Iwo Evo) is usually listed as the capital of Nauru, but this is not true; There are no cities or official capital in the republic. Yaren is accepted by the United Nations as the main area. The area is
spoken in English and Nauru, which are spoken in the official language of Nauru. Government and administrative buildings Following government offices are located in this district: Parliament House ground the offices of the administration office of the Australian High Commission Fire Station and the Taiwan Embassy Nauru International Airport, the airport,
and the head office of the Nauru 5 Constituency See also: Yaren Yaren constituency also constitutes a political constituency. It returns two members to the Nauru parliament. The main attractions of Mokua Well are located in Yaren. Education See also: Education in Nauru Elementary and Secondary Schools serving all of Nauru are Yaren Elementary School
in Yarena District (years 1-3), Nauru Primary School in Meneng district (years 4-6), Nauru College in Denigomodu district (years 7-9), and Nauru High School (years 10-12) in yarn district. The Nauru training village in Yaren is home to the campus of the University of the South Pacific of Nauru, the Nauru Centre for Technical Training and Vocational
Education. Personality Keke (b. 1971), politician and M.D. Charmaine Scotty, politician Dominique Tabuna (b. 1980), politician See also Settlement list in the caves of Moqua Nauru Links - b Constituencies Nauru (naurugov.nr) district, Nauru. Encyclopedia Britannica. Received 2019-09-02. Mokwa Caves and Mokwa Nu, Gatis Pavills, October 30, 2011.
313728509 Yaren on OpenStreetMap - Contact. Nauru Airlines. Received on July 5, 2018. HEAD OFFICE Nauru International Airport PO Box 40 Republic of Nauru - Document on. Ohchr. Received on July 8, 2018. The education system consists of 10 schools, there are district children's schools each of them and finally the nauru high school (10-12 years),
where compulsory education ends in year 12. [...] USP opens a new Nauru campus. University of the South Pacific. Received on June 5, 2018. External media links associated with Yaren in the Commons are extracted from Walk through the stormy weather room at 57 Mount Pleasant Street - Neil Finn. Backpack in Nauru: The top 12 attractions in Yaren
(capital) Nauru is a real mystery to your travel thinking. This is a country that was once known as Pleasant Island, and indeed, as a child growing up in Northern Ireland, I knew it as such as it was that nickname in my first atlas as six years dreamed of traveling the world. It is still called Pleasant Island from time to time, but most countries of the world know it
as Nauru, sometimes spelled Naoero. Backpack in Nauru: Top 16 attractions in Yaren (capital) Before arriving in Nauru, you hear all kinds of fake stories about how it's the most remote island in the world, supposedly it's the most isolated country in the world, it seems hard to get to, visa nightmare, supposedly it's the least visited country in the world, they say
that there are only 2 flights a week etc. well the good news is that all this bulldog excrement, as I listed in my myth Destruction of Nauru article! You also hear that it doesn't have a capital - well it does!! Yaren is it! Backpack in Nauru: Top 16 attractions in Yaren (capital) I would like to meet the man who invented all these fake facts. I told him how this post is
on busting myths about Nauru. That aside, we had a whopping 8 calendar days here for 3 stops, spending 5 nights sleeping on the island (at the Menen Hotel) and 6 days touring it as part of the Young Pioneer Tours least visited countries tour. Backpack to Nauru: Top 16 attractions in Yaren (capital) We visited all 19 villages on The Island of Nauru,
including the capital, Yaren. Yaren has more relevant attractions for backpackers than other villages and we managed to backpack them all. It is also said that Nauru has no capital and that Yaren is the unofficial capital. But it is my opinion that every country should have capital and the booklet I received at the Nauru Museum Jaren as the capital, as well as
the pointer in the city itself. All countries should have capital. In Brunei Darussalam, it's Bandar Seri Begawan. In Gibraltar it is a Gibraltar city. In Australia, it's Rite. In the Faroe Islands it's Torshavn. In Northern Ireland it is Belfast. Here's a highdown of what to do in Yaren, who, while not the official capital of Nauru, certainly feels like he should claim it.
Backpack to Nauru: Top 16 attractions in Yaren (capital) How to get to The Yaren home of the country's airport, so most people will arrive here by flight. Like this, we walked here from our hotel, the Menen Hotel on the east coast of the country. This 4-kilometer walk on a flat road should take about an hour. Arriving in Yaren Once upon a time in Yaren, you
can backpack through all these attractions in a few hours. They are all along the strip next to the runway. If you're going to the east side, be sure to take a turn off left as soon as you see the airport runway. The reason is that after that, you can't cross the runway on foot and have to retreat on your own as the runway covers the length of the capital Yaren and
into the next village, Bo and even beyond in Ivo. Here are the best mountaineering attractions in Yaren, the unofficial capital of Nauru. 1.Southern Most Nauru Council in Yaren, you can be at the southernmost tip of the whole country as you stand on the rocks or the side of the road on the southeastern edge of the runway. In fact, it was slightly built on
reclaimed land. Get your selfies picked up and glorify yourself for at least half a second. At the southern tip of Nauru at the southern tip of Nauru at the southern tip of Nauru 2.Wall flags Round bend on the way to the capital's main street is a wall of flags from most countries in the Pacific region. The wall of flags in Yaren I posed here with my Northern
Ireland flag under the Flag of Nauru. The flags included New ealand, the Cook Islands, Niue and Papua New Guinea. A wall of flags in Yaren, Nauru a wall of flags in Yaren, Nauru wall flags in Yaren, Nauru 3.Nauru Government buildings have the Nauru flag painted on pillars at the entrance and the flag raised high. It is one of the most important buildings in
the country. Nauru Government Buildings Nauru Government Building 4.Nauru Parliament House We are lucky enough to be let inside the impressive Parliament House in Nauru, along the main strip. There is a model of Nauru island, a picture of the current president, Baron Waqa and a wooden plaque list of all previous presidents and the highest public
office in the country since its formation and independence in 1968. Nauru Parliament House Nauru Parliament Backpack in Nauru: Busting myths that this country is isolated and remote What was interesting to me is that one of the previous presidents had 5 different spells as the head of the country, Bernard Dowiyogo. Another The president, Hammer
Deroburt, the country's first-ever president in 1968, also enjoyed four spells in control. Sure, wacaday is to the core, but let's hope the country finds some stability now under Baron Waqa, who took charge in 2013. 5. War Memorial In front of government buildings is a garden with a war memorial dedicated to those who fought and died in the First and Second
World Wars. Four Naurus were destroyed by the Japanese in 1943 and have their own plaque on this monument, which is located in front of government buildings. Nauru War Memorial Nauru War Memorial 6.Yaren Church of Nauru is a fairly religious Christian country. Alcohol is banned on Sundays and there are more than 10 churches on this small island.
Yaren Church is not the main or most beautiful on the island, but it has weekly services and serves the capital. Yarena Church Yarena Church 7.Yaren Elementary School Yaren has schools for children of all ages from 4 to 16 years old. The primary school was open during our visit and the children were in the garden playing AFL. Yaren Elementary School
Yaren Elementary School Yaren Elementary School Yaren Elementary School 8.Yaren Court House Coming in behind the main building sits the main courthouse. Yaren Court House 9.Yaren High School in Yaren has two floors and two larger buildings than a primary school. Yaren High School 10.Yaren Fire Station Yaren Fire Station was the only fire
station we saw on the whole island, and of course well located opposite the airport in case of any emergencies. In fact, it's only 100 meters from the runway. Yaren Fire Station Yaren Fire Station 11.Yaren Peeler Station (Yaren Police Station) Near the fire station is Yaren Peeler Station, where the main headquarters of the country's police are located. Yaren
Peeler Station (Yaren Police Station) 12.Yaren Welcome sign Capital there are actually several signs and murals with Yaren written on it and I checked all of them. However, there is a sign that says the capital on it, the only proof that the Yarns class their city as the capital of Nauru. The Yaren Welcome Sign Capital 13.Nauru Museum has only been opened
in the last few years and is still evolving. But it's a new and cozy little building on the main street through Yaren and definitely worth the trip - one of the best attractions on the whole island, and the island's only museum. You can learn about the history of the war, Japanese occupation and independence, which was in 1968. Museum of Nauru We spent about
half an hour here - it's very deep and still under construction. They welcome new exhibits from the history of Nauruan. The Nauru Museum Looking Back, the Nauru Museum was a must for me and without a doubt one of the most important backpack attractions in the country. 14.Abwan's Gift Shop If you are looking for souvenirs on Nauru, there are There
are only three places in the country to buy them in - and it's not one of them!! You either go in Post office in Ivo (stamps and postcards) or in the lovely souvenir section of the Capelle supermarket and Partner in Ronave /Ewa beach in northern Nauru. Abwan's Gift Shop has only St. Kilda AFL stickers, snacks, drinks and nik naks! Gift shop Abwan's Gift Shop
15.Ma-Vari We have never had food in the city centre of Yaren (only at the airport) but there are a few small family homes that have been turned into restaurants. The most obvious of these is the Ma-Vari restaurant, which sells iced coffee, iced tea, food and yogurt. There is a poor food choice in the capital and you have a better meal in the village of Ivo (at
the Od N Aiwo Hotel), the northern village of Ronave or on the east coast or at the Bay Restaurant or Hotel Menen Restaurant. Ma-Vari Restaurant 16.Nauru International Airport of course, the main attraction is really Nauru International Airport, as for most tourists we will backpack in and out of the country through this airport. I ended up visiting 7 Nauru
International Airport 5 times on this trip! There is also an ATM at the airport! Nauru International Airport International Airport Nauru International Airport Nauru International Airport Nauru International Airport I'm sure this list will change by the time you all get to Nauru as things are open and closed all the time, but most of them still need to be there and Yaren
is definitely worth the trip, and one of the most idiosyncratic capitals I backpack through. I put it there with Wrythe, Dili, Porto Novo and Gibraltar Town as an obscure capital that seemed substantial and exciting on this ongoing journey. Here are some more photos of Yaren. Backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital of the city Climbing in Nauru:
Best attractions in Yaren, capital backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital backpack in Nauru: Best sights in Yaren, capital city Backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, Capital Backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital city backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital
city backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, Capital Backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren, capital backpack in Nauru: Best attractions in Nauru: Best attractions in Yaren Here are some of the videos I took while backpacking in Yaren, Nauru: Nauru:
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